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Dear readers,

I have the pleasure of presenting volume 16, number 31 of Journal Civilizar Social and Human Sciences, which has the participation of twenty-four authors, of which fourteen belong to institutions abroad.

In this edition, topics from the area of Law are presented, where an approach to the evolution of environmental legal protection with an anthropocentric approach is made in the article entitled *The Legal Environmental Protection of Water for Human Consumption. Panorama of Two Argentine Provinces and the International Scope*. In the article *Reparation and Reconciliation in the Wayuu Normative System*, the theme of the visibility of the execution of justice and its contributions to the harmony between Wayuu clans is related. At the same time in the investigation *The Formalities ad luciditatem and ad regularitatem in the Franchise Contract in Colombia* the subject of contractual control in franchises is approached.

In Politics, the growth and global economic development between China and Latin America is documented with the title *Study on the Development of Relations between China and Latin America (SinoLATAM) in the Context of Globalization*; document models for governance studies are also described in the article *Scenarios Related to the Establishment of an Agenda for the Transgenerational Governance of Water Resources and Services*.

In turn, in the area of Economics the social order determined by the company is studied in the article *Company, Power and Individual: Neoliberalism as a Producer of Subjectivity*. Regarding the issue of migration and its impact on metropolitan development indicators in Colombia, the article is exposed *Territorial Transformations and Metropolization Processes in Colombia: an Approach Based on Internal Migration*.

In the area of Humanities, the evaluation on the viability of good living in South America is presented with the article *South America and Sustainable Development: Commitments for the Viability of Good Living*; the analogy between subject and object is exposed with respect to its incidence in research in the area of social sciences, in the article: *From the Deductive Science of Sherlock Holmes to Alfred Schütz’s World of Everyday Life: a Reflection on the Subject–Object*
Relationship. The vision about the competence of the teacher evaluated by quantitative methods is addressed in the article *The Competences of the Master’s Teacher in Colombian Universities*; appreciations of students and professors of traditional music education in the Caribbean region are considered in the article *Traditional Music in Academic Spaces: the Rueda de Gaita as a Learning Experience* and the youth representations are analyzed through social practice, in the article *Youth Discursive Representations in School Writing Practices*.

Finally, in the area of Philosophy the reflection is on cognitive science and its results in the application of mental models, in the article *Some Arguments that the Theory of Mental Logic Needs to cClarify to Continue Being an Alternative to the Theory of Mental Models*; alternatives are presented in the conditions of animal treatment, in the article *Proposal of a New Bioethical Promise for Scientists Who Use Animals in their Research (Part II)*; and reasoned is made on the conception and reflection on the parricide, in the article *A Critique of the Scientific Rationality about the Approach of the Parricide*.

In this edition as a special contribution, Dr. Ceferino Muñoz, makes a review of the work: *God exists (2012-2013)*, written by Antony Flew.

I hope that the published contents are of your interest and pleasure.